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How to Write About Africa. Binyavanga Wainaina. Always use the word 'Africa' or ' Darkness' or 'Safari' in your title.
Subtitles may include the.

I started getting mail. I was blocked and more blocked. He advises writers to feature "naked warriors, loyal
servants, diviners and seers, ancient wise men living in hermetic splendor," and warns against including any
"ordinary domestic scenes, love between Africans unless a death is involved , references to African writers or
intellectuals, mention of any children not suffering from yaws or Ebola fever or female genital mutilation.
Originally published in:. Binyavanga was an enabler, whom the Kenya Publishers Association recognised with
an award that year for his services to Kenyan literature. German vegetables were not as good as Nigerian
vegetables. Sure, I said. Or it is hot and steamy with very short people who eat primates. Yet the writer, so
clearly wary of being shoehorned into pat descriptions, would probably reject such a definition. I was busy
working on a short story, busy working on my novel. I have considered investing in a rubber stamp. Once in a
while I do, and it feels both good and bad, like too much wasabi. Sure, sure, I said. I was on the judging panel
that gave the award to his story Discovering Home, which pipped to the post the entry from another young
writer named Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. I was busy working on my novel. He won the Caine Prize in ,
awarded annually to a writer in Africa for a work published in English, and used his winnings to cofound the
literary magazine Kwani? Avoid having the African characters laugh, or struggle to educate their kids, or just
make do in mundane circumstances. Have you been to Abuja, they asked? Sure, I said, absentmindedly. They
come crawling out of the unlikeliest places, looking to be whipped. He subsequently wrote of being physically
attacked in Berlin by a taxi driver impatient at the time it took him to search his phone for an address. I am
bad, Master Binya, beat me. Tell it like it is. I drank a Tusker. I went viral; I became spam. However, a
projected novel never appeared. One of the challenges for African writers, says Wainaina, is getting funding.
He sent me a draft. The new Kwani. And then forgot. A year or so later, another Granta editor called.
Wainaina is ultimately rejecting the way in which Africa is presented as ubiquitously conflict-ridden while
positive efforts and occurrences of the continent are for the most part neglected. Each writer blogged about the
experience and used the trip as the basis for a 30,word travelogue to be published in four African countries in 
His prize money went towards founding in a Kenya-based literary magazine, Kwani? It was shit, said the
editor â€” not his words, but he meant to say that, and he was right. In a very innovative manner, he
communicates what must be avoided when writing about Africa while intentionally exhibiting those same
errors himself; perhaps such measures are taken so that the reader may directly behold and comprehend the
imprudence of presenting Africa in such a light. It took an hour. I have seen one snake in my life. I have my
opinions about that, but it's not my vocation. Recent months had brought further ill health, and a second
stroke. Both are luminaries of contemporary African literature who are published worldwide, and their success
is, of course, entirely deserved. Gay, and quite happy.


